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OPTIONAL FEATURES
Customize the functionality of your Soothe recliner  
with the following optional features.

CENTRAL LOCK
Pedal immediately  
locks the recliner.

PUSH HANDLE
Ergonomically designed 
to reduce back strain and  
support the caregiver as  
they reposition the chair.

FOLEY HOOK
A foley hook holds  
tubes, medical bags, 
and other equipment  
vital to treatment.

IV POLE MOUNT
Customize with an  
IV pole mount to simplify 
transfers and save  
valuable floor space.

FOOT PLATFORM
Foot platform elevates  
patient’s feet to  
accommodate users  
of all sizes.

MOISTURE BARRIER 
This extra layer of protection 
prevents moisture from 
penetrating the foam to  
improve cleanability and  
extend product longevity.

ENHANCE COMFORT, SAFETY AND CONTROL.

Supporting caregivers is as important as comforting patients, 
and the Soothe patient recliner enhances the treatment  
experience for everyone involved. Every detail and feature 
was diligently researched and designed to maximize both  
a caregiver’s control and a patient’s comfort and safety.  
Convenient adjustments, such as hand- or knee-activated  
flip-up arms, infinite recline, and foot-activated caster lock, 
allow caregivers to keep their focus on treating the patient.

STANDARD FEATURES

4. INFINITE RECLINE
 The chair back and footrest are designed to allow the patient or caregiver 

to select from an infinite number of configurations. Positions shown include: 
upright, reclined with footrest, and fully reclined.
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1. PIVOT ARM
 The pivoting arm can be  

easily activated to move  
the arms up and out of the  
way during patient transfers  
or examinations.

2. LOCKING CASTERS 
Casters lock independently 
to keep the patient stationary 
during treatment. 

3. CHAIR TRANSFERS
The seat height and  
pivot arm enables  
convenient caregiver-   
assisted patient transfers.
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